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Arts college prepares for accreditation
By KEITH BURBANK
staff writer

Since its separation from the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS),
the new Caine College of the Arts is aiming to
improve the quality and visibility of its offerings, by accrediting the two programs not yet
accredited and improving the shared vision
among its faculty and staff.
“We’re on for an exciting adventure,” said
Craig Jessop, the new college’s dean.

The arts college will be seeking accreditation for the art department and the theatre
department, Jessop said.
Senior Associate Dean Nicholas Morrison
said this process will take time, likely three to
five years for both programs.
The theatre department will seek accreditation from the National Association of
Schools of Theatre (NAST), while the art
department will seek accreditation from the
National Association of Schools of Art and
Design (NASAD), the main national accrediting body for art schools, Morrison said.

The NASAD sets standards for each part of
a student’s education, said Christopher Terry,
associate dean and interim art department
head.
Terry said he will not know what specific
changes the art department will face because
they have not yet held the initial review with
NASAD.
“If we can arrange for that visit to take
place in the coming year, the (NASAD) team
will give us a complete list of areas in which
they’d like to see improvement,” he said.
Terry said it’s likely the art department

will have to hire more faculty and technical
staff to begin with as well as hire support
staff later in the process.
The college also may offer some “new graduate degree programs that may better serve
our student population and some untapped
student populations,” Morrison said.
The arts college consists of six units: the
music, interior design, art and theatre departments, as well as the art museum and production services, Morrison said.

- See JESSOP , page 5

Magazine
applauds
USU research

Keillor to select
Swenson poetry
award winner

By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

By DAN SMITH
staff writer

USU had a moment in the
scientific spotlight Aug. 24 with
its second appearance in Popular
Science magazine’s “30 Awesome
College Labs.”
The Center for Integrated
BioSystems lab, directed by Ken
White, was chosen because of its
work with cloning. According to
the article, the center can “churn
out up to 600 cloned embryos
a week, primarily for genetics
research.”
Since 1991, White has worked
with USU, first teaching classes
and now directing the Center
for Development and Molecular
Biology, where he has been since
1995. The lab later became the
Center for Integrated BioSystems
lab. In 2003, White was part of
a group of scientists who cloned
the world’s first hybrid animal.
White said he finds great
pleasure in his work, and said
it’s “amazing” to work with cells
that could ultimately be a live
animal. He said the lab’s cloning
research usually gets the most
recognition.
“There aren’t very many labs
across country that have the ability or expertise to be able to do
this,” he said.
White worked with Popular
Science magazine when they
originally featured the lab in
2008.
“It’s always fun to have a
venue such as Popular Science
highlight us,” he said. “It’s really
very flattering, not only for the
lab, but also for the university.”
The lab has a team of students, including undergraduate
and graduate, as well as faculty
advisers. White said the students’
resumes benefit greatly from the
work in the lab, giving them an
advantage over many of their
peers.
“It provides them an opportunity to be a part of and work on
research projects,” White said.
Ben Sessions, a doctorate student, has been involved with the
lab since 2002, working with the
cloning research. Sessions said
the lab’s research brings “respect
and notoriety” to the university.
Hoever, with cloning research
comes the long-standing debate.

Famed National Public Radio host and “one of
the most important American writers of the era,”
Garrison Keillor, has been selected to judge the
2011 May Swenson Poetry Award Competition, said
Michael Spooner, director of Utah State University
Press.
“Garrison Keillor is a unique figure in American
letters, because he has established himself in a genre
essentially of his own making, yet he is also distinguished in so many conventional genres, like novels,
essays, satire and screenwriting,” Spooner said.
He said Keillor was asked to judge the upcoming
competition because he has featured the writings
of several past winners on his radio show “Writer’s
Almanac.” Spooner said the judges of this contest are
always “first-tier figures in American letters.”
The May Swenson Poetry Award Competition
began 15 years ago as a way to help poetry recognition, as well as keep the flame alive for May Swenson,
Spooner said. He said Ken Brewer, former Utah State
poetry professor and poet laureate, strongly urged
him to start a contest like this to contribute to the
need for poetry recognition.
Swenson was born in Logan and graduated from
USU in the class of 1939. She later taught poetry as
the poet-in-residence at a variety of schools, including
Utah State.
Swenson made many contributions to both
academia and the poetry community, said Corey
Clawson, a staff assistant in the Utah State English
department.
The competition is open to anyone, with no
restrictions on content or form. Manuscripts should
be 50 to 100 pages long. Hundreds of entries from
all over the country are expected by the Sept. 30
deadline, Spooner said, and Utah State students are
encouraged to compete.
After the initial entries are read by a panel of
poets and poetry teachers, the 25 to 30 finalists’ manuscripts will be sent to Keillor for judging, Spooner
said.
Spooner said asking Keillor to be the judge for this
contest seemed like the right thing, likening him to

- See CLONING, page 3
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A YOUNG PLANETREE has been planted to eventually replace the current Norway Maples that were
planted in 1930 and are nearing the end of their lifespan. Planetrees were chosen because they can act as a canopy.
LAUREN HARPER photo

Quad trees to be cut
down for new species
By LAUREN HARPER
staff writer
The 80-year-old trees lining the
quad will be cut down one-by-one as
the USU Arboretum Committee and
USU Executive Committee facilitate
the installation of new trees.
Although the look of the Quad
will change, it will be a gradual
change.
“What we don’t want is there to
be shock,” said Stanley Kane, university architect and director of facility
operations.
The existing trees surrounding the Quad, which are Norway
Maples, are starting to decay,
which makes them dangerous,
said Michael Kuhns, a member of
the arboretum committe and the
department of wildland resources.
“Lots of trees get in such bad
shape before they die that they can’t
be kept because they’re too dangerous,” Kuhns said.
However, a sudden, drastic
change to the Quad could be upsetting, so the committee decided to
make the change less abrupt by

planting new trees before the old
ones are removed.
This will allow the new trees a
chance to grow and avoid a barren
look on the Quad, Kuhs said. The
new trees will be planted in between
the old ones where there are currently no trees. On parts of the Quad,
there will be a row of trees on either
side of the sidewalk where there are
currently trees on only one side.
Associate Vice President of
Facilities Darrell Hart said there
will be more trees at the end of the
project than there are now, but “it
should be a gradual process, and
hopefully one that people will hardly notice.”
Kane said this approach will
make removal of the older trees
more costly, and they might have to
remove light poles to keep “consistent spacing.”
Rather than replace the dying
trees with more Norway Maples or
varied species, the committee decide
one species that would preserve the
character of the Quad should be
used, Kane said.
He said a big part of that charac-

9/10/09
New Equine Education
Center opened in ribbon cutting ceremony.
Page 6

ter was the trees’ shape and canopy
effect along the sidewalks.
“We came to the conclusion that the
space was so important to the character of the campus that it would be
important to have trees that were all
the same size and scale,” said Kane.
Therefore, the new trees will be
London Planetrees, which Kuhns
called an “arguably better tree.”
He said this type of tree is fastgrowing, and may be a bad candidate to plant where there are a lot
of people, but the London Planetree
variety is an exception.
“It’s got good, strong limbs.
It’ll get decay, but not as much as
Norway Maple would,” he said.
Kane said from a maintenance
point of view, the London Planetree
is not the first pick because it does
“shed a lot of seeds and the leaves
are very large,” but the tree was still
a good decision.
“It has a stronger geometry. It
grows taller and branches out in a
more symmetrical way,” he said.

- See HOST, page 5
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Mormon farmers grow barley for beer

BOISE, Idaho (AP) – Idaho Sen. Mike Crapo
lation in 1833, “Strong spirits are not for the belly, regulations to limit overconsumption, reduce
might seem like an unlikely person to be pushing
but for the washing of your bodies,” and members
impaired driving and work to eliminate underage
a bill to cut federal taxes on small beer-makers: A
have practiced abstinence since.
drinking.”
member of The Church of Jesus Christ of LatterBut the church, which declined to comment for
In Utah, the Mormon heartland to Idaho’s
day Saints, he abstains from alcohol.
this story, doesn’t demand everybody quit drinksouth, policymakers also appear to be softenBut Crapo’s effort, with senators from Oregon,
ing.
ing. Gov. Jon Huntsman, a Mormon, and the
Massachusetts and Maine, illustrates the deep
While teaching members to avoid alcohol, it
Legislature normalized liquor laws last year,
bond between Idaho Mormons and the beer indus- urges public policies that establish “reasonable
breaking up a 40-year-old system in which private
try.
clubs were one of the few places patrons could buy
Mormon farmers raise barley for Budweiser
hard liquor.
and Negra Modelo beers, and last year, Mormons
Even so, Idaho’s Mormon barley farmers
Sect leader Jeffs fights in the Idaho Legislature helped kill a plan to raise
acknowledge an ambiguity in what they grow.
“I’ve often wondered about the correctness of
extradition to Texas beer and wine taxes to fund drug treatment, fearing it could hurt farmers.
doing it,” said Scott Brown, president of the Idaho
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
Crapo touted the tax cut for brewers during a
Grain Producers Association and a Mormon who
– Polygamous sect leader Warren
recent appearance at the Portneuf Valley Brewing
grows barley on 5,000 acres near Soda Springs.
Jeffs on Tuesday refused to sign a
Co. in Pocatello and said his position is simple: He
“But somebody is going to grow it, whether memwaiver that would have allowed his won’t impose his own religious beliefs on others,
bers of the LDS church do.”
extradition to Texas, where he faces especially when it could affect a growing industry.
Idaho is the No. 2 barley growing state behind
bigamy, aggravated sexual assault
“The (Idaho) wine industry is growing, too,” he
North Dakota, and three-fourths of the nearly 50
and assault charges over alleged
told The Associated Press. “I’ll probably get asked
million bushels produced by its farmers last year
incidents with underage girls at a
to help the wine growers out. And I probably will.”
went to malters – and beer.
church ranch.
Most Idaho barley is grown in the southeastern
Crapo’s bill would cut the federal excise tax
Dressed in a dark grey suit,
U.S. SEN. MIKE CRAPO, R-IDAHO, talks to a
part of the state, where more than 70 percent of
on brewers’ first 60,000 barrels of beer in half to
Jeffs attended the short hearing in the population belongs to the Mormon, or LDS,
group of brewers, farmers and concerned citizens Aug.
$3.50, saving brewers up to $210,000 a year. While
a West Jordan courtroom where
28 about the new tax relief bill for the brewing commuchurch.
Idaho has just 17 craft breweries, signs of its beer
nity in Pocatello, Idaho. Crapo is flanked by Penny Pink,
he refused a waiver of extradition
Church founder Joseph Smith offered this reveindustry are impossible to overlook.
owner of the Portneuf Brewery. AP photo
from Utah. It was his second refusal; Jeffs also refused in June, when
Texas authorities brought a similar
warrant to the Utah State Prison,
where he is incarcerated.
Both the Utah and Texas goverTEHRAN, Iran (AP) – Iran said
release.
The gesture could be a calculated
the Muslim world during the fasting
nors have signed extradition warThursday it will free Sarah Shourd,
The site is the same one where the
move by Iran to soften international
month of Ramadan. Iran’s official
rants, setting up a legal mechanism one of three Americans jailed for more three were allowed the only meeting
criticism of its judiciary. Iran has faced IRNA news agency said Supreme
for Jeffs’ transfer.
than 13 months, as an act of clemency with their mothers since they were
a growing storm of protest over a ston- Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has
to
mark
the
end
of
the
Islamic
holy
detained
in
July
2009.
ing sentence for a woman convicted
already pardoned a group of prisonStudy: Flamboyant male
month of Ramadan.
Iran claims they illegally crossed
of adultery that has been temporarily
ers for Eid al-Fitr. The report gave no
dancing attracts women
The imprisonment of the
the border from Iraq’s northern
suspended.
number of the freed inmates and did
Kurdish region and had threatened to
Iranian President Mahmoud
not say whether they also included the
LONDON (AP) – John Travolta Americans has deepened tensions
between
the
U.S.
and
Iran,
a
put
the
three
on
trial
for
spying.
Their
Ahmadinejad
has
in
the
past
proposed
American.
was onto something. Women are
relationship
already
strained
over
families
say
they
were
hiking
in
the
swapping
the
three
for
Iranians
he
Shourd, 31, had told her mother she
most attracted to male dancers
Washington’s
suspicions
that
Tehran
largely
peaceful
region
of
Iraq
and
that
says
are
jailed
in
the
U.S.,
raising
fears
has
serious medical problems.
who have big, flamboyant moves
is trying to manufacture nuclear weap- if they crossed the border, it was accithat the Americans are being held as
Nora Shourd, said her daughter
similar to the actor’s trademark
ons – something Iran denies.
dental.
bargaining chips.
told her in a telephone call in August
style, British scientists say in a
Bak
Sahraei,
the
second
counselor
“Offering
congratulations
on
Eid
alThere
was
no
word
on
the
fate
of
that prison officials have denied her
new study.
of
Iran’s
UN
mission,
sent
an
e-mail
Fitr,”
the
ministry
text
message
said,
the
other
two
Americans,
Josh
Fattal,
requests for medical treatment. The
Kris McCarty and colleagues
confirming the release of Shourd, folreferring to the feast that marks the
28, and Shane Bauer, 28, to whom
mother said they talked about her
at Northumbria University and
lowing
up
an
earlier
text
message
from
end
of
Ramadan.
she
got
engaged
to
while
they
were
in
daughter’s medical problems, includthe University of Gottingen in
the
Culture
Ministry
telling
report“The
release
of
one
of
the
detained
prison.
ing a breast lump and precancerous
Germany asked 19 men aged 18
ers
them
to
come
to
a
Tehran
hotel
Americans
will
be
Saturday
at
9
a.m.
Releasing
prisoners
and
showing
cervical cells, and her solitary confineto 35 who were not professional
on Saturday morning to witness the
at the Estaghlal hotel.”
clemency is a common practice in
ment in Tehran’s Evin prison.
dancers to dance in a laboratory
for one minute to a basic drum
rhythm. They filmed the men’s
movements with a dozen cameras,
and then turned those movements
WASHINGTON (AP) –
come a long way,” he said, “we
into computer-generated avatars
have a long distance yet to
so the study could focus on moves, Traffic deaths have plummeted
across
the
United
States
to
travel.”
not appearances.
levels not seen in more than a
Forty-one states, the federhalf century, spurred by tech- al enclave of Washington and
nology, more safety-conscious Puerto Rico saw reductions
drivers and tougher enforcein highway fatalities, led by
Top 10 Signs Your Governor is
ment
of
drunken
driving
Florida with 422 fewer deaths
Losing It – Sept. 8, 2010
laws.
and Texas, down 405.
The Transportation
The rate of deaths per
10. Closes every speech with “Glee”
Department
said
Thursday
100
million miles (160 milstyle song and dance.
that traffic deaths fell 9.7
lion kilometers) traveled also
9. Giggles uncontrollably when
percent in 2009 to 33,808, the dropped to a record low. It fell
saying the word “Gubernatorial.”
lowest number since 1950.
to 1.13 deaths per 100 million
8. Still hiding in crawl space waitIn 2008, an estimated 37,423
miles in 2009, compared with
ing for hurricane Earl.
1.26 the year before.
7. Puts on wig – pretends to be his people died on the highways.
wife.
Government and auto
Year-to-year declines in
6. Still wearing white after Labor
safety experts attributed the
highway deaths have occurred
Day – Hel-looo?!!
improvement to more people
in previous economic down5. Describes leadership style as
buckling up, side air bags and turns, when fewer people
a mix of Jefferson, Churchill and
anti-rollover technology in
are out on the road. Traffic
Blagojevich.
more vehicles and a focus in
deaths decreased in the early
4. Get him on the phone and he
many states on curbing drink- 1980s and early 1990s when
barks like a dog.
ing and driving. Economic
difficult economic conditions
3. At least once a week, wakes
conditions were also a factor.
led many drivers to cut back
up naked on roof of the Capitol
Transportation Secretary
on discretionary travel.
Building.
Ray LaHood called the new
Last year’s reduction in
2. Makes no secret of the fact she
data
“a
landmark
achievefatalities
came even as the
TAWNY HAYNES, THE WIDOW of slain Montana Highway Trooper Michael Haynes, with her
entered politics to meet Justin
ment
for
public
health
and
estimated
number
of
miles
two children, Taryn, 5, left and Elias. 2, right, at their home in Kalispell, Mont. Drinking and driving was
Bieber.
legal until 2003, when it was changed only under heavy federal duress, and there was no specified speed
safety” but cautioned that too traveled by motorists in 2009
1. She resigned from running
limit on major highways. But spurred by the high-profile death last year of a highway patrolman at the
many
people
are
killed
on
the
increased
0.2
percent
over
Alaska to work for Fox News.
hands of an intoxicated driver, Montana’s Old West drinking and driving culture is in retreat. AP photo
road
each
year.
“While
we’ve
2008
levels.
road each year. “While we’ve
2008 levels.

Nat’lBriefs

Iran to free American for holiday clemency

U.S. highway deaths fall to lowest level since 1950
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Art exposes Cache Valley pollution

Briefs

of professor who will guide and teach you to make
amazing photographs, but the success is always
yours,” she said. “He’s the kind of professor that
can pull your personality into the work.”
She said that dedication is noticeable in the
Evidence and Artifacts project.
“Chris is someone who cares, so as you can see
through the pictures, they evoke that he’s trying to
get a reaction, negative or positive. And that’s how
his classes are too. But that’s for the benefit of his
students,” she said.
Gauthier said he? encountered some rather
difficult, and at times humorous, challenges as he
took photographs during the brisk winter months.
The frigid weather caused some physical discom-

Aggie stampede to
precede first game

it ... my job as an artist is to bring the phenomena
to you,” said.
“You can’t hold the particles in your hand,” he
Chris Gauthier, USU assistant professor of
said, explaining the need for others to be awakart, exhibited “Evidence and Artifacts: Particle
ened to the issue through photography.
Matter 2.5,” a project designed to raise awareness
Gauthier said he trusts as residents of Cache
of the pollution of Cache Valley’s air, to a sizable
Valley make steps to improve the air here, having
audience on Tuesday at the Nora Eccles Harrison
seen the filth through his photos, it will begin a
Museum of Art.
chain reaction that can reach far beyond the state’s
The photos can be seen by students and locals
borders.
while the exhibit is open to the public, through
“As an educated community, as a research
Jan. 11.
community, we sit down and decide... if we can
The project is designed to expose locals to the
make the change on a community level, then Los
seriousness of the pollution of air that, as Gauthier
Angeles can make the change on a community
describes, is “lethally toxic” in spite of the “eerily
level. We can be the beginning,” he said.
beautiful” and “serene” nature
Professor Gauthier
that surrounds Cache Valley’s
said many of the findings of
residents.
the research ought to be attrib“I think we’re setting ouruted to Randy Martin, a USU
selves up for a global problem,”
environmental science profeshe said.
sor.
“The reason it’s happening
“Dr. Martin’s research has
to us is the geography. The
been critical to the findings in
mountains around us are holdCache Valley,” said Gauthier,
ing in air, so we’re just pushing
and he has been the most vocal
this stuff around,” he said,
about the need to clean the
describing how the mountains
local air we breathe.
essentially create a “soup” of
Many of those who attended
hazardous air particles that,
the open house, such as
perhaps surprising to locals,
Marilyn Chris Clark, were
rival major cities of the world
motivated by the photos and
for poor conditions.
by Gauthier’s hope, and recogThat “stuff” would include
nized the need for discussion
tiny particles that have the abiland change.
ity to penetrate into the lungs,
“I think we all need to do
along with remnants of cow
more. We feel like we’re in a
manure, which, according to
place that’s so pristine, but
Gauthier, constitute 40-48 perbecause of the (dangers caused
cent of the particles.
by) mountains and elements,
It’s because of this condition
we do need to work on the air
that Gauthier became inspired
quality,” she said.
to take photos of such a scene in
“His work is quite different,
the first place.
which is good for the students
Impressed with the fog cover
to see the contrasts. I think
of the county in the mornings,
he’s a nice complement to the
Gauthier set out early one day
department ... the students
to take shots of the “magiseem to relate to him well.”
cal” scenery. It was only after
Gauthier was quite complea short time that Gauthier
mentary of the local area and
noticed his lungs feeling heavy,
the opportunities like the
prompting him to further
one given him on Tuesday to
research into why such a pheinitiate the discussion of a
nomena had occurred.
critical issue, and believes that
“I realized that I was in one
through sincere conversation,
of the most beautiful, but most
planning and effort, the toxic
dangerous environments I’d
air problem can be reversed.
BACKHOE AND COMBINE, one piece in Chris Gauthier’s photography collection titled
ever encountered,” he said.
“I’m living in a gorgeous
“Evidence and Artifacts: Particle Matter 2.5,” which was created to instill the desire to save
Gauthier, learned after a
place, I have asthma, my chilCache Valley’s atmosphere in those who viewed it. Artwork courtesy of Chris Gauthier
short while that the condition
dren have asthma,” Gauthier
of the air of the county was in the same ballpark as fort, from being buried to the waist in ice-water
said, “we’re literally killing our children, so it’s a
that of cities with notoriously filthy air, such as Los to occasionally not being able to move the camera
personal issue, and should probably be for others
Angeles and Sao Paulo.
because it would freeze. However, achieving the
as well.
Gauthier’s hope is to inspire others locally to
shots he now displays to others was worth the
“I have the greatest job in the world because
have a desire to make changes to improve.
struggle, he said.
it allows me to learn every day,” he said, even if it
“My work is successful if what I’ve done inspires
“It takes a lot of personal tenacity to do this
means learning about environmental threats to a
others, and brings about discussion,” he said.
kind of work ... I put myself through a lot of pain
community.
“Let’s get involved, instead of being passive about
to portray what I was going for,” he added.
“Every work that I’ve done has been personally
it. Let’s get out there and talk about it.”
He said he views his work as as just a smaller
connected to me and the people who live around
Among the students who attended the presenaspect of the big picture to initiate change.
it,” he said.
tation was Heidi Bruner, a graduate assistant in
“The scientist sees the phenomena, and is the
“It’s magical and beautiful here, and I want to
photography.
guy that actually intellectualizes it. The politician
save this place.”
“The best thing about Chris is that he’s the kind creates the laws to make it happen, and publicizes
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Cloning: Research put
on national Top 30 list

Campus & Community

All those attending the first home
football game of the season are invited to join the “Stampede,” a large
group that will venture to the game
on Saturday starting from the Living
and Learning Center.
The HURD is leading the group
and asks all participants to wear
Aggie blue. The Stampede will begin
at 3:30. The HURD members will
disperse at each stop made on campus in order to collect as many students as possible to join the group.
The Stampede will head to central campus after beginning at the
LLC, then the Student Living Center
and end at the football game’s tailgate party which is scheduled to
begin at 4 p.m. and end at 5:30 p.m.

Early registration
offering discounts
Registration is in progress
for the 2010 Restoring the West
Conference, slated for Oct. 26-27
at Utah State University’s Eccles
Conference Center. Discounts are
offered for students, landowners
and participants registering by Oct.
4.
“Managing Plant and Animal
Conflicts” is the theme for this
year’s gathering, which features
talks and workshops led by scientists and land managers from
throughout the western United
States.
“This year’s conference examines
management conflicts between animal populations and the plant communities they inhabit,” says Darren
McAvoy, conference co-chair and
USU Forestry Extension program
associate. “Talks will focus on such
topics as increasing elk populations,
decreasing deer populations and the
return of wolves to the landscapes
of the Intermountain West. We see
this gathering as an opportunity to
explore, debate and propose solutions to contentious issues.”
Keynote speakers for the conference are USU emeritus professor
Fred Provenza, recipient of the
university’s 2010 D. Wynne Thorne
Career Research Award, and Terry
Bowyer, professor and chair of
biological science at Idaho State
University.
Cost to attend the two-day conference is $120 if registration is
received by Oct. 4 and $140 after
that date. Cost for students is $30
if registration is received by Oct.
4 and $40 after that date. Cost for
landowners is $60 if registration is
received by Oct. 4 and $70 thereafter. Conference cost includes materials, lunch and breaks on both days
and a reception.

European culture
expressed in exhibit

-continued from page 1

Since “Dolly,” the first cloned mammal, was born in 1997, there have
been questions about the ethical and social implications of cloning,
according to the Human Genome Project website genomics.energy.gov.
Sessions said the lab “hasn’t been affected by the controversy.”
“I don’t know if it’s because we’re under the radar,” he said, “but I
don’t see what the fuss is about.”
Session explains that most people are more concerned about stemcell research. According to genomics.energy.gov, “the goal of this process is not to create cloned human beings, but rather to harvest stem
cells that can be used to study human development and to treat disease.”
During the process, researchers extract stem cells from an egg which
has divided for five days, called a “blastocyst.” The extraction kills the
embryo, which, the website says, is what incurs the debate. Sessions said
some cause for the debate may come from the nature of cloning and
how it “just piques peoples’ interest.”
While stem cell research is said to have significant medical benefits,
such as helping to cure Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease and diabetes,
others feel killing an embryo crosses an ethical line. A 2002 New York
Times article, “The Anti-Cloning Conundrum,” explored this opposing
view, saying some people feel that killing the embryo is equivalent to
killing a person, or, murder.
Another argument has also been made by those who favor the
research but still have moral reservations about killing embryos. In this
middle-of-the-road argument, the stem cells would be collected from
left-over embryos from fertility clinics, often involved in in-vitro fertilization treatments.
In-vitro fertilization, according to the American Pregnancy
Association (APA), is “the process of fertilization by manually combining an egg and sperm in a laboratory dish.” Because success rates are
usually below 35 percent at best, excess embryos are created to ensure
the best chances.
Currently, these embryos left over from in-vitro fertilization treatments are “discarded” after clients of the clinics finish their treatments.
Aside from cloning, the integrated bio-sytems lab also researches
proteomics (proteins and molecular structure of disease), flow cytometry and bioprocessing (microbial fermentation and animal cell culture). LADONYA JACKSON, junior and pre-medicine major, John Fausett, senior majoring in biology and Stephanie Kendall, sophomore majoring in agricultural education,
Recently, the lab has been working on cloning a horse, Sessions said.
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu are measure liver samples and make buffer solution in order to extract DNA from the
liver. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

A new exhibit at USU features
student work from the first-ever
Vienna/Prague Arts Study Abroad
Program. Sponsored by the
Department of Art in USU’s Caine
College of the Arts, the exhibit,
“Here and There,” opens Monday,
Sept. 13, with a reception in Studio
102 of the Chase Fine Arts Center at
USU (Fine Arts Visual, Room 102).
Studio 102 is open 12 - 4 p.m.,
Tuesday-Friday. The exhibit is free
and open to the public. The public
opening and reception is Sept. 13,
6- 8 p.m.
All artwork was created from, or
influenced by, the environment, the
arts and culture of Austrian towns,
cities and locations in and around
Vienna, Salzburg, Linz, Melk,
St. Gilgen and Hallstatt. Other
locations featured in artwork are
Prague and Budapest.
The displayed art includes photography, installations, sculptures,
graphics and paintings.
Alan Hashimoto, associate professor of art in the Caine College of
the Arts, led the study abroad program May 8 - June 2.
Hashimoto said students spent
14 days in Vienna and surrounding
areas. Students also took bike tours
of the wine country in the Wachau
Valley along the Danube River.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Planetrees: Will replace Quad’s Maples
-continued from page 1
The new trees will be set farther back from the sidewalk to allow emergency vehicle access if necessary.
New London Planetrees have already been planted on the South side of the Quad in front of the Ray
B. West and Family Life buildings. The committee
will continue planting trees over approximately the
next ten years.
The Norway Maples will be pruned as the London
Planetrees need more light, and eventually
removed.
“It’ll be an experiment,” Kuhns said. The committe
will always be looking to see if the trees become a
hazard and will remove them if necessary.

Jessop: Developing
college’s management
-continued from page 1
The production services unit is the staff
who sell tickets, take reservations and
serve as the stage crew in productions,
among other services, Morrison said.
The college currently has about 1,000
majors between the departments and 100
staff members, just over half of which are
faculty, he said
In addition to beginning the accreditation process, Jessop said he wants to meet
with the faculty and staff of the college
this semester.
“We have an incredible brain-trust in
our faculty,” Jessop said. “I want to create a
shared vision after the quality of education
for our students.”
Jessop said that he wants the arts college to have a “grand vision” that includes
“everyone, from the CEO, so to speak, to
people working on the assembly line.”
When it’s all said and done, it’s a quality product people want, Jessop said, referring to the programs offered through the
college, but you cannot separate quality
from the people.
Jessop said he has been doing a lot of
reading on management, looking at business models and meeting with those he
feels can help him best manage the school.
Jessop said the word college comes from
the word “colleague,” which means “likeminded friends,” and the word “dean” at
one time meant “the leader of ten.”
“I’ve been looking at relationship-based
management,” Jessop said.
– keith.burbank@aggiemail.usu.edu

Kane said students currently attending USU
will see “maybe two phases of an eight-phase project.”
He said he hopes people can see the project as
a sustainable one.
“It’s such a gradual transition that people can see
what’s being done,” he said.
To find out more about the project and see
the master plan go to www.usu.edu/facilities/planning. To find out more about the London Planetree
and help select trees for campus, visit treebrowser.
org.
– lauren.harper@aggiemail.usu.edu

Award: Winner to receive $1,000
-continued from page 1
modern-day version of Mark Twain. Past judges have
included Billy Collins, a former National Poet Laureate,
Grace Schulman, editor for “The Nation,” and Harold
Bloom, a Yale humanities professor.
Keillor is the host of two radio shows that air in syndication on National Public Radio. “Writer’s Almanac”
is a platform on which Keillor promotes poetry and letters from a wide variety of contemporary writers.
On his other show, “A Prairie Home Companion,”
Keillor is known for emulating the old-time feel of classic radio shows. The show incorporates comic sketches,
fabricated sponsors and advertisements, and other outrageous antics, said Ryan Monk, graduate instructor in
the English department.
“He’s just so wholesome and absurd, it hurts ... in a
good way, I mean that. It’s one of the few things my dad
and I can listen to and both find humor in,” he said.
“His cunning wit and versatility make him popular
amongst a wide variety of audiences, as he appeals to
multiple generations.”
Keillor was recently in Salt Lake City as part of a
tour. Along with entertainment, he has also written several books, and is known for newspaper columns and
magazine articles in many domestic and international
publications.
Spooner said the finalists to be sent to Keillow will
be chosen mid-December. After he reads the finalists’
works, he will select a winner who will be announced
mid-January. After the winning manuscript is chosen,
Keillor will write the publication’s forward, a tradition
and an honor bestowed upon winners by the judges, he
said.
The winner will receive a published copy of their
book, which is extended in return for the $25 entry fee.
The winner will also receive $1000 and any royalties
generated by the publication. The Utah State University
Press usually only publishes academic journals.
“He’s not a poet, or a critic, but because of his commitment to poetry and his massive, devoted audience,
he has promoted it perhaps with more impact than
anyone else,” he said.
– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu

Downloading
to laptops
is what we do best.
The Utah Statesman

Price Guarantee
For more than a century, thousands of students at USU have
experienced fair and honest transactions at S.E. Needhams
Jewelers. When comparing our jewelry to that of other stores,
our price will be as good or better than any store in the state
of Utah. We consistently beat the price of any 50-70% off sales,
student discounts or so-called wholesale prices.

$W6(1HHGKDP-HZHOHUVZHGRQ·WSOD\SULFLQJJDPHVLQÁDWH
the price, or use any of the above mentioned strategies to make
you think you’re getting a “deal.” We simply give you a fair price
every day of the year, perfect for student budgets. It’s called our
integrity price guarantee.
<RXZLOOÀQGsuperior value at our store, with affordable rings
starting at $500. We even offer a 30-day money back price
guarantee to back it up. The truth is, you don’t need to be a
skilled negotiator to get a good price. At S.E. Needham’s you can
expect the best price everyday, we guarantee it!

Store Hours: The Diamond Engagement Ring Store...since 1896
Monday - Saturday
141 North Main • 752-7149
10:00 - 7:00
Middle of the block
www.seneedham.com
at the sign of the clock.
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Celebrating, Hollywood style
Big band show performs for the eleventh year
By SHANELLE GALLOWAY
staff writer

It opened with the orchestra: saxophones, clarinets
and trombones combined to
recreate the suave style of
Big Band era music, which set
the mood for the next hour
and fifteen minutes in USU’s
Evan Stevenson Ballroom.
Performers dressed in elegant
gowns and dashing tuxedos
danced onto the stage, and
Celebrate America’s 2010
“Hooray for Hollywood”
theme show was under way.
The Celebrate America
Show Corporation was started
11 years ago by Production
Director Brenda Anthony.
The inspiration for the corporation was the “Evening with
Glenn Miller” dinner show
that the USU Entertainment
Department used to put on
until 12 years ago when it
was cut for financial reasons,
according to Anthony.
The community, however,
wanted the tradition to continue, and members, such as
Anthony, took it upon themselves to keep the show going.
Retired faculty member Larry
Smith started the orchestra,
the Larry Smith Orchestra,
now conducted by Mr. Will
Francis.
“The best big band anywhere, they’re fantastic,”
Anthony said.
The production staff pieced
together a show with support
from the university.
“That first year, we just
decided to give it a try,”
Anthony said, “We did it for
one night, and over the last
ten years [it has grown] to

CELEBRATE AMERICA PERFORMERS sing and dance for the audience in the Evan Stevenson
Ballroom. The theme for this years Celebrate America was set in Hollywood 1942. photo courtesy of
BRENDA ANTHONY

what it is now.”
This year, the show is running for five days. Tuesday
night was the dress rehearsal,
open to the general public,
and Wednesday was student night, with reduced
ticket prices for students of
USU. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday night a universitycatered dinner is included
with the show.
“We couldn’t do the show
if Utah State didn’t work with
us,” Anthony said. “This is a
great example of Utah State
wanting to work with the
community.”
The university does not
fund the event. All the funding for Celebrate America
comes from ticket sales and
the corporation’s benefactor,
retired Army veteran Colonel

Von Freeman, who resides in
Texas.
The thirty performers are
clad in dazzling costumes
produced under the direction
of wardrobe director Dawn
Hooker. The lasting energy of
the 12 singers, five ballroom
dance couples and eight rockette-style dancers is evidenced
by the smiles on their faces
and pride in their eyes.
“It’s a lot of work,” said
ballroom dancer Jessica
Tripp, “but everything really
came together in the last
week.”
Auditions began in April,
and throughout the summer
singers periodically received
songs in the mail that they
were responsible to learn
before each monthly practice.
“It takes a year [to put

together]. We have to start
planning now for next year,”
Anthony said. “All the music
in the show is transcribed
specifically for us.”
The show includes several familiar songs such
as “Diamonds are a Girl’s
Best Friend,” “Baby It’s Cold
Outside,” and an instrumental version of “Singing in the
Rain.” Each piece of music
was creatively arranged for
the show but still carries all
the merit of classic Big Band.
This year’s show was
inspired by Hollywood’s
Coconut Grove Nightclub in
1942, a place and a time when
celebrities and fans gathered
for nights of morale-boost-

- See AMERICA, page 7

New Equine Center
completes first stage
By SARAH HATCH
guest writer

Students and community members gathered Wednesday to witness the ribbon-cutting ceremony in a three-phase unveiling of Utah
State University’s newest facility. Now sitting on 26 acres, the Equine
Education Center is located five miles south of Logan on Highway 89
near Wellsville.
The center has many new and improved developments to benefit
students and teachers of USU. One of these developments is a 24,000
square-foot barn and classroom complex that will accommodate 100
students per room when construction is complete.
“This new facility will benefit teachers in every aspect. It will be a
lot easier to instruct students in the proper ways when they are actually able to be out there in the industry,” said Colette Floyd, equine
coach and lecturer.
“With the new breeding processes and increasing our horse herd,
students will be able to get hands-on experience, and that will dramatically increase learning,” she said.
With some of these new developments, however, she said they
also hope to make the new equestrian team one of the best in the
nation.
Other major benefits included in this facility are 44 new horse
stalls, six covered round-pens and a 6,200 square-foot reproduction
facility. The new parking lot is big enough for students, visitors and
teachers as well as trucks and trailers to park.
USU student and Rodeo Club member Paige M. Morgan said this
facility was one feature that made her excited to attend USU.
“For me as a student, when I was looking at schools, I wanted
first, to attend an agricultural college and second, to attend a place
where I could continue riding and working with horses,” she said.
With the equine program, Morgan said she has been able to continue pursuing what she loves to do and has also had many opportunities to meet and be around new people that also share the same
common interests.
“I think with the new Equine Education Center, it’s going to bring
in a lot more students, as well as more knowledge about the equine
program in general,” she said.
The Equine Center will be large enough to host Western and
English riding competitions, livestock shows and adult education
courses. Dean of the College of Agriculture Noelle Cockett said it will
just keep getting larger.
“The Equine Science and Management program here at Utah
State University is Exploding,” she said.
“There have been double-digit increases with students, and we
think very soon we will be as high as 100 to 150.”
Cockett said things are not quite finished yet, but are getting
close.
“There are people that are actually here right now looking at our
program,” she said. “There are still a few things left to do, but this
new facility is something we are very excited about and would love to
share with the community.”

Gardener’s market brings fresh medley to Cache Valley
By TAM ROUNDS
staff writer

Saturday mornings at Merlin Olsen Park start with the jingle of a cow bell promptly at 9 a.m. With that sound, vendors
and customers of the Cache Valley Gardener’s Market know
that the buying and selling can begin.
People of all ages and walks of life flock to the market to
purchase a variety of goods. Jewelry and handbags, fresh eggs,
handmade soaps, artisan cheeses and breads are among the
scores of wares available.
The majority of goods sold are fresh fruits and vegetables,
grown in Cache Valley or neighboring counties. Local restaurants and individuals also offer various prepared foods for
people to enjoy at the market.
The Beehive Grill makes a showing with their handmade
gelato. Sweetly Divine tempts customers with its decadent
pastries. The Pauni family brings the unique island flavor that
they serve up at Pounders, and Café Ibis supports coffee and
hot-chocolate lovers alike. They also support the local charity
Four Paws Rescue by donating all of their market sales to the
organization.
Vendors range from six-year-old Finn Brewer, who sells
flower bouquets, to Marion Ruediger, 98. Ruediger sews pot
holders and grocery sack holders during the week and sets up a
card table with her creations on Saturdays. Many market-goers
comment on her spryness and are amazed when she reveals
her age. When asked for a pearl of wisdom, her advice is to stay
busy.
“I would go crazy if I didn’t have something to do,” Ruediger
said.
Several USU students and graduates are among the sellers
hawking their merchandise each week. Lee Derbyshire just
completed a certificate in horticulture this spring and is actively involved in the market’s management and operating her
own booth. She sells water-wise perennials as well as vegetable
plants for people to purchase and plant themselves. Those
with a brown thumb can also purchase her tomatoes at harvest
time.
Derbyshire handles the entertainment for the market, which
consists mainly of musicians that play each week.
“We try to schedule a variety of acts to reach the most
people,” she said. “The line-up is always entertaining, even if it
isn’t always the type of music I am generally interested in.”
Last week’s group, a trio named Orjazzm, inspired several
market-goers to dance down the aisles.
Whitney Robbins, a senior majoring in residential landscape design and construction, grew up with a farming lifestyle

THE CACHE VALLEY GARDENER’S MARKET takes place at Merlin Olsen Park every Saturday morning. The market includes a
variety of homegrown produce as well as handmade crafts. CARL R. WILSON photo

in Garland, Utah. She said her dad started out feeding the family and gradually grew more and more vegetables to sell to the
public. Now, she grows the tomatoes and he grows the corn and
pumpkins that they sell at various venues in Northern Utah
under the name Bubba’s Produce.
Robbins and her husband, adorned in red shirts printed
with the phrase “Aw, shucks,” discussed the differences
between white, yellow and bi-color corn with a customer. She
said the white is the sweetest, while the yellow has the “corniest” flavor and the bi-color offers a little of both.
Robbins said shopping for produce at the market allows the
consumer to purchase different varieties of tomatoes, corn, etc.
than those found at the grocery store.
“It’s a great way to get all your produce super-fresh and also
support your local growers,” she said.

Kylie Sheppard, a sophomore in psychology, said she makes
an effort to go to every Saturday market and has since she was
a little girl. She said her mom always made sure to treat her
with something special, usually fruity lemonade.
“I never miss a chance to stop by the Hot Mamas’ Lemonade
stand. I love all of their lemonades, especially blackberry,”
Sheppard said. Hot Mamas uses whatever fresh fruit is in
season at the time, so their flavors change as the summer progresses.
Sheppard also said she likes to pick up the occasional item
of jewelry.
“It’s not outrageously priced, like Summerfest can be,” she

- See MARKET, page 9
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The best things in life are freeze-dried

The old saying goes
that the best things in life
are free. I suppose this
point is debatable, but I
tend to agree. There is
a
certain sweetness that comes
with getting stuff or doing
things without having to pay
for them.
This is evidenced by long
lines for free stuff, people willing to go to extreme lengths
for a gift certificate (for instance, the ‘nastiest kiss’ contest
at the 9:00 bingo), or elaborate methods of sneaking into
events without having to pay. We seem to be wired to enjoy
something for nothing.
Nothing helps me to enjoy free things more than a rapid
dwindling of my bank account as the semester begins. First
it is a few thousand dollars to attend classes at this fine land
grant university, then a few hundred dollars to buy the books
so I don’t fail said classes, then a few dollars more to buy
some chocolate milk for sulking.
I suppose this was the initial inspiration for the trip from
Tony’s Grove lake, up and over Mt. Naomi, and down to
High Creek. In these, the dwindling days of summer, the last
few weeks of warm weather before the evil tyranny of Old
Man winter once again takes a throttle-hold upon Cache
Valley, the hills beckoned to me and my three friends. They
seemed to promise untold adventures, beautiful scenery,
and the attractive price tag of zero dollars. What could top
that?
The plans were set, the gear was assembled, and the rides
were arranged. Since we weren’t going to spend anything
else, I justified buying a new headlamp and some dehydrated
meals-I couldn’t say no to the blueberry cheesecake.
Friday afternoon found us in the car headed up Logan
Canyon toward Tony’s Grove. The windows were down,

Dusty
Trails

Dusty Nash

the weather was warm, and the traffic was horrible. Once
we finally turned off of the main road, I put the pedal to the
floor, trying to make up for lost time. Maybe it cost a few
extra dollars in gas, but the rest of the trip was cheap so I
didn’t stress.
Arriving at the lake, we quickly piled out of the car, shouldered our packs, and set off down the trail. The sun was
sinking low in the sky and we began at a quick pace to reach
the peak before we lost the light.
As we climbed upwards, the soft light of the setting sun
illuminated the landscape. We were alone in a world of limestone, rock and dirt warmed in the last few moments of the
day. As we hiked over ridges, scrambled up steep sections of
the trail, and moved through groves of pine trees, my worries
about school and money evaporated from my consciousness. Nothing to worry about here but moving up the trail.
We reached the peak just in time to watch the sun set
over Cache Valley. We soaked up the view and enjoyed
some Sweet & Salty Bars we had bought just for this occasion. From the top of Naomi, one can see from Preston to
Providence.
Dusk settled over the valley before we continued down
the other side of Mount Naomi. We followed the steep trail
another two miles where we set up camp on a ridge above
High Creek Lake.
Water was soon boiling on the stove. The food was rehydrated, masticated, swallowed, and enjoyed by all. We lit
a fire and passed around the bag of freeze dried cheesecake,
savoring each mouthful.
Stars filled the sky, and the night was the epitome of calm.
I settled into my hammock and let the events of the day run
through my head. Here I was, free in the wilderness, on my
free backpacking trip.
As I thought about it, I guess I couldn’t really say it was
free. I had bought the headlamp, moleskin to cover the blisters on my feet, granola bars, food, and gas to haul our butts

up to the trailhead. I guess this “free” pack trip, too, wreaked
havoc on my bank account.
I had to admit though, it was worth every cent. Thinking
about the cheesecake we had just eaten, a smile creased my
face. As I thought about it, I decided that maybe, just maybe,
the best things in life are freeze dried.

Tips for a Mt. Naomi Pack Trip: The trail head to Mt. Naomi
is found at Tony’s Grove Lake. To arrive here, follow highway
89 up Logan Canyon to the Tony’s Grove turn off on the left.
Follow this road to the Tony’s Grove parking lot.
The hike to the peak is 3.3 miles from the parking lot with
a 2000-foot elevation gain. This peak offers a beautiful view
of Cache Valley. One can return to Tony’s Grove or continue
down the trail for another six miles to High Creek, which is
accessed by a road just north of Richmond, Utah.
High Creek Lake is a beautiful midpoint for camping. Its
elevation is 9000 feet, so pack warm clothing. If you can find
an altruistic roommate like we did, you can be dropped off
at the lake, and then picked up again at the High Creek trailhead.
–dustin.nash@aggiemail.usu.edu

- all you can eat pizza special!
Mondays 5pm - 9pm
wood fired pizzas, salad, drinks
adults: $10

- ‘burger & a beverage’
Monday - Friday 11am - 2pm
$8 burger, drink, and side

- $1 draft beer
every Thursday

- breakfast on Saturdays
every Saturday 8am - 12pm
stuffed crepes, buttermilk pancakes,
belgain waffles and more!

HIKERS ADMIRE THE VIEW along the trail, which begins at Tony’s Grove, leads up and over Mt. Naomi and down to high creek. This
hike is perfectly suited for an overnight backpacking trip. DUSTY NASH photo

America: Familiar songs to please
-continued from page 6
ing entertainment. Celebrities performing
would travel through the audience, giving the
spectators the feeling that they were part of
the show. Special appearances were made by
several well-known celebrities of the time.
Shirley Temple, Marylin Monroe, George
Burns and Gracie Allen graced the patrons of
Celebrate America with their talents in the
very same manner, drawing smiles and chuckles from the crowd.
Hailey Barney, a singer in the show, commented that “The show has a lot to say [about]
patriotism and reliving the ‘glory days’ of
Hollywood – that was my favorite part.”
“Hooray for Hollywood” illustrates the
highlights of 1942: the music, the dress, the

love of entertainment, and support for the
troops. Great care was taken to honor all veterans and current members of the military in
attendance. Military anthems were played and
rounds of applause were graciously given, portraying a patriotism unmatched by any other
time or place.
Celebrate America offered a great show for
the 11th year running, bringing dance and
song together to provide a journey back to Big
Band Era Hollywood. They truly captured the
essence of time and portrayed it in an inspiring and entertaining way. They’ve got rhythm,
they’ve got music, who could ask for anything
more?
–shanelle.b@aggiemail.usu.edu

CELEBRATE AMERICA BEGINS AUDITIONS for its show the previous April. Those who are
involved meet once a month in the summer to rehearse. photo courtesy of BRENDA ANTHONY

M-Th 11am - 9pm
F 11am -10pm
Sat 8am -10pm

435.750.5171
640 S 35 E Logan UT
(next to SpringHill Suites)
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‘The Town’

Pre-Emptive

Critics
‘Alpha and Omega’

Imagine the typical high-school love story. Make it animated and 3-D, throw in some talking animals and add a
risque storyline only the adults will pick up, and you’ll have
“Alpha and Omega.”
The film follows Kate, an Alpha girl-wolf, and Humphrey,
an Omega boy-wolf, as they find their way home. It looks
predictable, unimaginative and cliche. Unfortunately, these
are all the elements of a good children’s movie.
I am a little disturbed that the whole plot is based on the
two main wolves being relocated to ... ahem ... “repopulate.” I thought we were trying to discourage our children
from getting it on.
That little moral faux pas aside, I am interested to hear
Justin Long try his hand at voice acting. As usual, he’s playing the nerdy underdog, or in this case, wolf. That’s my
other issue with this movie. It’s reinforcing the idea that
the pretty people are the only ones who are loved. Why is
Humphrey so shallow and unrealistic? Kate has issues, too!
She’s not perfect! Why can’t he find love with a quirky and
charming Omega girl? That may be because he is not looking for personality, but rather a big, full, firm ... ego boost. I
pre-emptively hate this movie.
–k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

‘Devil’

The curtain opens with what appear to be the creatures
from “The Village,” piling out of a vehicle and beating a
security guard senseless. Turns out they’re masked bank
robbers, and during their most recent heist they take
hostage Rebecca Hall, a.k.a “that poor wife from ‘The
Prestige’,” leaving her with some emotional scarring.
But it’s okay, because she has the world’s most handsome FBI agent (Jon Hamm) questioning her and a meetcute with Ben Affleck in a laundromat.
We soon learn that they all live in “The Town,” which is
apparently Smash-and-Grab City, U.S.A., and it appears
that cutie Affleck is trying to turn his life around. From
what? Well, I would assume that ... WHOA, SPOILER! One
of the masked cretins from frame one just took his mask
off; it IS Ben Affleck. WTF? I mean, I was just about to say
that I assumed he was a crook but to come out and show
us? In the trailer? Come on!
I would hope that since that cat’s out of the bag, there is
more to this movie than meets the eye. Really though, since
Affleck has proven he is better behind the camera than in
front of it (“Good Will Hunting” and “Gone Baby Gone”),
this movie could go either way, since Mr. Daredevil is both
director and star.
I love a good heist flick, and “The Town” looks intense.
Not to mention how dashing Jon Hamm looks in Kevlar
and how the flash of his shotgun makes his eyes pop.
Still, I am pre-emptively put-off by this trailer and skeptical that this movie can pull off two hours of suspense after
dropping a bomb so casually.
–b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

Elevators have a scare factor to them. The tiny, enclosed
space, awkward conversations with strangers, high-tempo
music in the background and the idea of being held hundreds of feet in the air by a few supposedly sturdy cables
could be enough to make anyone climb dozens of stairs to
reach their destination.
“Devil” combines all the scary elements of an elevator
and throws the Devil himself into that small shaft with you.
That thought makes getting those fitness points by walking
up and down the stairs sound pretty good.
M. Night Shyamalan, of “Sixth Sense” and “The Village”
fame, brings another thriller film that appears to keep you
guessing. It tells the story of five individuals whose elevator,
number six to be exact, suddenly stops. One of those five
individuals is the Devil but they must figure out which one.
Now, I am one who loves a horror film, but I must
admit none of Shyamalan’s films have ever made me stay
up throughout the night cuddling with my teddy bear.
However, watching the trailer and hearing the dings when
the elevator reached each floor gave me the chills.
I think it is safe to say most of us have ridden in an elevator
sometime in our life. With this experience under our belts,
this movie may hit a little closer to home than many of us
may like. I pre-emptively like this movie but who knows,
after seeing this film you may never want to take the easy
way out and ride in an elevator again – at least not elevator
six.
–courtnie.packer@aggiemail.usu.edu
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My top five favorite movies of this summer
The sumStaff
mer of 2010
Top
Flicks
Guy XXXX
proved
a
of Summer
weak
one
for the cinemas. With
increasing
ticket prices
and a generally mediocre
movie lineup, people
had plenty of
reasons to stay at home or find something
else to do with their summer nights.
Yet, there were some movies appealing
enough to convince us that a trip to the
movies was worth the time and money.
These are my five favorites of the summer
season. I repeat: MY favorites, so there will

Reel

Reviews

Jace Smellie

be nothing about vampires, werewolves, or
whiny teenage girls. I am sorry.
5. “Toy Story 3”– “Toy Story 3” had a
lot of expectations, and the Disney/Pixar
team delivered just like they do with every
movie they make. It was hilarious, and very
clever.
In my mind, Disney/Pixar has never
made a bad movie. It was also cool that
Andy was going to college at the same time
I was. It was like I grew up with Andy and
all of his toys.
One thing that did disappoint me was
the fact that it was in 3D. The ticket cost
about three dollars more and the experience was annoying. This “rebirth” of the 3D
movie has been a big pain for movie-goers,
and hopefully it ends soon. Other than that,
“Toy Story 3” was a great time.

4. “The Last Airbender”– This was for sure
my most anticipated movie of the summer.
I love the Nickelodeon show it was based
on, and there were a lot of questions surrounding it.
I pondered these questions often during the months before the premiere date.
Would it be half as good as the show?
How would horror-film director M. Night
Shyamalan portray a children’s series? How
would it all fit into such a short film? Lastly,
why the freak is it in 3D?!
After my attendance at the midnight premiere, I was quite disappointed. It was still
a great movie, but it had potential to be so
much better. Shyamalan made unnecessary
changes to the original story, and the cast’s
acting performance was mediocre at best.
In short, I would have loved it if I had

never seen the original TV show.

3. “A-Team”– Just like “The Last Airbender,”
“A-Team” was a movie based on a television show and was much-anticipated by
its fans.
The difference for me was
I had never seen an episode of the original
series. So, I am sure my opinions are much
different than the opinions of those who
have.
That being said, I thought this movie was
great. It had a fun plot that told the story of
how the A-Team came to be, and plenty of
twists and turns to keep the audience interested.
It also had a cast that did an excellent
job. Liam Neeson in particular did a won-

- See MOVIE, page 9

“She
&
Him”
combine
Sunrise Midwifery Services for a foot-tapping sound
A Warmer Life’s Dawning
Nurturing & Natural
Care for
Mother and Child
with a

Midwife
Launa Campbell
(208) 521-9286

•
•
•
•

Home Births
Water Laboring
Doula Services
Birth Center

•
•
•
•

Hypnobirthing
Water Birth
Childbirth Classes
Lending Library

Initial consultations free.
Saturday and evening appointments available.
...Providing pathways to a gentle birth experience...

What
do
Staff
“She
&
Him”
you
get
Guy XXXX
Volume 1
when you
put a beauGrade: B+
tiful young
actress and
a chill movie
composer
in the same
Colin Mitchell
film? Well,
you could
possibly get a lot of things, but in this case,
you get a musical duo whose refreshingly
old-fashioned style not only gets you to tap
your toes, but may inspire even a starving
college student to go out and buy their
album.
Zooey Deschanel and Matt Ward met on
the set of the film “The Go Getter” (2007).
They performed a song together for the
movie, and soon decided to form She &
Him, an indie-folk band with two albums:
“Volume 1” and “Volume 2.”
Interested to see if this actress could
actually sing, I decided to listen to their
first album, “Volume 1.” Right from the first
track, I was immediately impressed with
Deschanel’s voice. Not your typical female
voice, hers seems a cross between Karen
Carpenter and Nora Jones – perfectly fitting for the actress of “Elf” and “Hitchhikers’
Guide to the Galaxy,” and perfectly fitting
for the music they perform.
Deschanel writes the songs and Ward
produces them wonderfully. A versatile duo,
they seem to be able to play many different styles of music, everything from simple
acoustic sets to 50’s doo-wop to country.
One of the incredible things about them is
that while they are playing an old-fashioned
style, they sound brand new. It is a little like
Bright Eyes, in the 60’s, with a girl singer.
The second track, ”Why Do You Let Me
Stay Here?”, employs the use of an upbeat
tempo, a lead guitar part uncluttered by
distortion, and odd yet hilarious lyrics to
remind you of all those teenage crushes

Music

Review

we all had. And the video, although slightly
morbid, leaves you in love with the youthful
innocence that Deschanel and her music
portray.
The rest of the album follows suit, you
can mentally envision Deschanel in a poodle
skirt dancing around the microphone while
Ward coolly plays lead guitar.
Not to imply that all Ward contributes to
the group is lead guitar. He produced the
album, adding ingenious embellishments to
Deschanel’s songs, using such techniques
as a prominent violin throughout the album,
playing a perfectly out-of-tune piano just
for style on certain tracks, using a bass
voice instead of a bass guitar and even what
sounds like a kazoo solo on the third track.
Either that, or she is just buzzing her lips.
The last track on the album is a real shocker, starting off with a very tropical feel. After
being transported to a pacific island, you
start to imagine the warm sand and beautiful
women, and you can almost taste your fresh
coconut juice – served in the coconut shell
– when the lead guitar comes in, jerking you
back to the startling reality – that you are,
in fact, listening to an island version of the
Beatles’ “I Should Have Known Better.”
I wasn’t sold on it at first, but after hearing
Ward take over the lead vocals, dubbing his
raspy voice over itself for a really cool effect,
I decided I’ll let it go. Deschanel and Ward
may not be Lennon and McCartney, but they
do a decent cover.
Overall, I’d say it was a good album.
Whether you are driving along the coastal
highway or just doing some homework,
it would be great background music. Or,
if you are looking for a replacement for
your girlfriend’s Sheryl Crow album that you
impulsively threw out the car window after
the four-hundredth listen, this gender-neutral album will do the trick. Just let her think
you found these guys on your own, she’ll be
impressed.
–rex.colin.mitchell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Agriculture Month kicks off Wednesday

JEN MAJOR, AG SENATOR presents President Albrecht with a poster, t-shirt and Utah’s Own
basket to kick-off Ag Month at USU, which runs until Sept. 24. Visit ag.usu.edu for upcoming events.
photo courtesy of TAYLOR ADAMS

Movie: Some disappoint, some succeed
-continued from page 8
derful job as the group’s leader, Hannibal
Smith. It was a great action movie.
2. “Iron Man 2”– Generally, this was probably the most anticipated movie of the
summer in America. Most everyone was
excited for the next chapter in the story of
Tony Stark.
Overall, this movie did well. It left some
fans disappointed, but it left most fans,
myself included satisfied.
The best way I can describe “Iron Man
2” is to call it a transition movie. It answered
some questions, but asked more. It lacked
the action of the first movie, but it still had
the best part of the first movie: Robert
Downey Jr. He has had a long acting career,
but has just recently shown his excellence.
He fits the role of Tony Stark perfectly, and
I can’t wait to see him play it again in the
next Iron Man movie, as well as in “The
Avengers.”

1. “Inception”– Two words: Mind. Blowing.
“Inception” was not only the best movie of
the summer, but arguably one of the best
to hit theaters in a long time. It made viewers really think about what goes on while
we sleep.
It was made for success, with an all-star
cast headed by Leonardo DiCaprio. It was
also written and directed by Christopher
Nolan, one of the best movie-makers alive.
Nolan’s mind is something unbelievable.
“The Prestige,” “Batman Begins” and “The
Dark Knight” are all products of this incredibly talented man. He kept movie-goers
on edge throughout this entire production
right down to the heart-stopping end.
I would recommend this movie to anyone and everyone. I loved it, and I have yet
to find someone who didn’t.
–jace.smellie@aggiemail.usu.edu

Market: Produce as well as crafts
-continued from page 6
said, “and everything is really unique.”
Sheppard has seen the market grow from
its early days, when there were 10-12 vendors.
According to Mary Ann Hubbell, gardener’s
market secretary, they have had over 200 vendor applications submitted this year.
“Generally, 80-100 sellers show up each
week. And we handpick the craft vendors so
that there are a wide variety of items here to
purchase. You can buy almost everything at
the Gardener’s Market,” Hubbell said.
The market begins every year on the

Saturday before Mother’s Day and continues this year until Oct. 16. On Sept. 18, the
the market will make a one-time move from
Merlin Olsen Park to the steps of the Cache
County Courthouse to accommodate the Top
of Utah marathon. The market hours are
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and anyone can sign
up to receive the market’s weekly newsletter
by emailing Hubbell at gardenersmarket06@
yahoo.com.
–tam.r@aggiemail.usu.edu

DALAN PARKER, AGE 9, sorts through cherry tomatoes at the Parker Farms stand during The
Cache Valley Gardeners Market. The market is located at Merlin Olsen Park and is open Saturdays, 9
a.m. - 1 p.m. May 8 to Oct. 16. CARL R. WILSON photo
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Quick Hits

Not one step back

Idaho State (1-0) vs.
Utah State (0-1)
6:00 p.m. MST, Sept. 11, 2010

vs.

Aggies will try to avoid letdown against
Idaho State in home opener this Saturday

What you need to know before
Utah State takes on Idaho State in
Saturday’s home opener.
Setting the Stage: The Idaho
State Bengals play in the Football
Championship Subdivision (FCS)
and beat Montana Western 32-3
last weekend. While the score
looks impressive, the Bengals
were playing inferior competition, and should have trouble
matching up against USU’s
speed and depth. The Aggies are
coming off an impressive opening-week loss to an Oklahoma
team they weren’t supposed to be
competitive against, but will have
to guard against an upset bid on
the part of ISU this week.
When ISU has the ball: Look
for balance on the part of the
ISU offense, which will have to
rely more on ball control and
execution than on talent against
USU’s fast and athletic defense.
Expect the Bengal offense to lean
heavily on running back Corey
White and Jahmel Rover, who
teamed up for 234 rushing yards
last week. With questions on
both the offensive line and at the
quarterback position (ISU started
a redshirt freshman, Kyle Morris,
last week) the Bengals’ best hope
to spring the upset will be to keep
USU’s dynamic offense off the
field.

UTAH STATE NEARLY SHOCKED OKLAHOMA last week, but the Aggies will be facing a different test this week against Football Championship Subdivision (FCS)
member Idaho State. The Bengals defeated Montana Western in week one, but will be facing a Utah State team which put up more than 400 yards of total offense a week ago.
Utah State is a heavy favorite going into the game, but will be without top wide receiver Matt Austin. Photo Courtesy of The Oklahoma Daily

the ball very well,” Andersen said. “They
ran the ball effectively. They are pretty big
upfront.”
Andersen said the Aggie defense – which
Utah State is not looking in the rear-view gave up over 400 yards of total offense to
mirror.
Oklahoma last week – will have to focus
Nearly a week after shocking the colon stopping ISU receiver Tavoy Moore this
lege football world with a 31-24 loss at No.
Saturday. While Moore stands only 5’7’’,
7 Oklahoma, the Aggies (0-1) are ready to
the former junior college receiver displayed
move on with the 2010 season, looking to
outstanding quickness and vision as both
capitalize on their early season momentum a receiver and return man in the Bengals
as they prepare to tangle with the Idaho
opener, and was even named one of the FCS
State Bengals (1-0) Saturday.
Performers of the Week for the effort.
“The Oklahoma game was a tremendous
“(Moore) is a tremendous player,”
football game number-one,” said USU head
Andersen said. “He made a bunch of plays
coach Gary Andersen. “I thought that both
and did a very nice job. He is a very athletic
sides fought extremely hard ... We now look young man and he shows up on film.”
forward to the opportunity to play again
Andersen’s warning on Idaho State
this Saturday against Idaho State.”
isn’t just coach-speak for the media. After
Idaho State won their
practice on Tuesday,
season opener last Saturday, “It has been a very
USU’s coaches repeatedly
defeating Montana Western competitive football
warned the Aggie play32-3. The Bengals were
ers – sometimes in very
game so I am sure they harsh language – that
dominant on both offense
and defense against the
the Benagls are not to be
are going to walk in
NAIA Bulldogs, who man- here thinking they can overlooked. The message
aged just 158 yards of
from the coaches to the
get a win”
total offense against ISU’s
players was clear: having
defense.
Gary Andersen, shown how hard they’ve
Despite ISU’s win last
USU head coach worked all offseason, the
weekend, Utah State will
very last thing USU playcome into the game as the
ers would want to do is to
heavy favorite. USU is 76-17come out overconfident
6 all-time against current FCS opponents,
against ISU and fall, in an embarrassing
and defeated last year’s FCS opponent
fashion, in week two.
– Southern Utah – in Logan 54-34. After
While USU hasn’t played ISU in football
going toe-to-toe with one of the nation’s
since 2002, the two schools have many conbest teams a week ago, one might think
nections. Andersen was the ISU defensive
Andersen and his Aggies aren’t too worried line coach from 1992-94, while no less than
about the Bengals. Think again.
eight current Aggie assistants have ties to
“The biggest thing about Idaho State,
the Pocatello, Idaho university. In addiwhich our kids have been told three times,
tion to providing an early proving ground
is the last three times USU and ISU have
for many of USU’s coaches, Pocatello has
played, the margin (of victory) has been five also provided former USU linebacker Jake
points or less,” Andersen said. Idaho State
Hutton with a home. Hutton, who was a
upset Utah State 27-24 in 2000 and came
third-team freshman All-American in 2005
within a point of beating the Aggies in 2001 for the Aggies, had an injury-plagued career
in a 28-27 loss.
in Logan and left the team following the
“It has been a very competitive football
2008 season. He transferred to Idaho State
game so I am sure they are going to walk in before this season, and even made a tackle
here thinking they can get a win,” Andersen for the Bengals in week one.
added.
This Saturday, the Aggies will be looking
Andersen is particularly concerned with
to correct several mistakes that cost them
the ISU offense, which was led by backup
the game against Oklahoma. Among the
quarterback Kyle Morris last week. Morris
most important themes Andersen has been
went an effective 17-26, for 189 yards and
stressing is buying into a winning mentalthree scores through the air, while the
ity – something that is easier said than done
Bengals displayed a one-two punch at runwith a team that hasn’t had a winning seaning back with Corey White and Jahmel
son since 1997.
Rover both eclipsing the 100-yard rushing
mark.
- See PREVIEW, page 11
“They scored a bunch of points and ran
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

WR’s Martin, Watkins prove
experience is no barrier
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

Coming out of spring ball,
the Aggies thought they had it
all figured out at wide receiver.
Junior Stanley Morrison, who
led the team with 616 yards
and three touchdowns in 2009,
looked primed to become one of
the Western Athletic Conference’s
most explosive players, while
former junior college star Matt
Austin seemed to have solidified
his role as a go-to pass-catcher.
Heading into week two of the
season, the prospects for monster
years out of Morrison and Austin
are a distant memory. But the
prospects for a productive year
out of the Aggie receivers, however, are not.
Matt Austin’s second-quarter
knee injury against Oklahoma on
Saturday couldn’t have come at
a worse time in the season. After
all, it was Austin who was sup-

posed to be the replacement for
Morrison, who himself suffered
a season-ending injury during
a swimming accident earlier
in the summer. Down 21-0 to
Oklahoma and without their
top-two wide receivers, hopes of a
comeback would have to come on
the quick feet and sure hands of a
previously untested duo of wide
receivers who arrived in Logan
only eight months ago.
Xavier Martin and Dontel
Watkins were up to the challenge.
Stepping in for the injured
Austin, Watkins and Martin
helped spark USU’s dramatic
second-half comeback, matching up against some of the best
defensive backs in the country to
combine for 151 yards and two
touchdowns through the air. Not
a bad way for two junior college
transfers to begin their Division I
college football careers.

- See WIDEOUTS, page 12

UTAH STATE RECEIVER DONTEL WATKINS outraces
the Oklahoma defense for a touchdown during last Saturday’s game.
Watkins had 91 yards receiving in the game. AP Photo

When USU has the ball: Expect
a heavy dose of running backs
Michael Smith, Derrvin Speight
and Kerwynn Williams. After
struggling at times in rushing
the ball last week, USU offensive
coordinator Dave Baldwin will
be looking to utilize the Aggies’
superior depth at running back,
and in the process wearing out
the Bengal defense and forcing
ISU to adjust by bringing eight
men into the defensive box.
While ISU played well on defense
against Montana Western, the
Idaho State cornerbacks won’t be
able to match up with USU receivers Dontel Watkins and Xavier
Martin. Once USU establishes
the running game, expect Aggie
signal caller Diondre Borel to go
over the top for the big play to
Watkins or Martin.
X-factor: USU linebacker Junior
Keiaho. The versatile defender
was off to a great start against
OU last Saturday before getting
banged up, and is questionable
going into this Saturday’s game.
While USU has plenty of depth
at linebacker, a healthy Keiaho
could mean the difference
between game-changing defensive scores and hollow tackles on
a stat sheet.
Crunching Numbers: Romney
Stadium hasn’t exactly proven to
be friendly confines for recent
USU home openers. The Aggies
are 7-13 in their last 20 homeopeners. The good news? USU is
76-17-6 overall vs. current FCS
opponents and has won its last
four games against FCS members.
Statesman Prediction: USU
showed it can compete with the
very best teams in the Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) last
weekend, but this week’s game
presents a different challenge.
While USU should have no
problem blowing a less talented
Bengal team out at home, the
Aggies must remain focused and
not get complacent. ISU’s players
and coaches will have no shortage
of incentive to shock the Aggies,
and could make this one closer
than the experts think if the
Aggie offense gets sloppy. In the
end though, USU will have too
much offensive firepower for the
Bengals, and will pick up its first
win of the 2010 season.
– adamnettina@gmail.com
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No shortage of activities for sudents
By Steve Schwartzman
staff writer

Utah State alumnus JP Parrish loved to swim when he was
a student in Logan. There was no prevalent swimming program at USU then, but he still took time each week for swimming laps and even worked as a lifeguard.
Today, the USU swim club is preparing for a spring trip
to a national tournament in Arizona, a far cry from the way
things were when Parrish was a student.
This, Parrish said, is the beauty of campus recreation. He
is now the system administrator and events coordinator for
USU’s campus recreation program.
He said the success of clubs like the swim team is based
solely on the desire of the students.
“This is an entirely student-run program,” said Parrish.
“That’s the best thing about it. If students have a program or
a sport they want to get going, we’ll do what we can to give
them the opportunity.”
The USU campus recreation program offers numerous
opportunities for students to get involved in sports and
recreation. Students can participate in intramural sports in
myriad activities, including flag football, volleyball, dodgeball, tennis, 3-on-3 basketball, indoor and outdoor soccer,
racquetball, table tennis, ultimate Frisbee, softball and others. Those interested in intramural sports can sign up for the
various sports and activities as either individuals or a team
and compete against other organized teams on campus.
Students can also try out for club teams in various sports
and compete against club teams from other universities.
Parrish said the intramural and club sport programs are
both great ways for students to “get out,” compete and have
fun.
Through the recreation program, students are encouraged
to sign up for various classes offered each semester like the
Fun Fit Forever program, a series of exercise programs specifically designed for student health and wellness. The Fun
Fit Forever program will offer free classes during the week of
Sept. 13 for those willing to participate, and a class schedule
can be found online at www.usu.edu/camprec.
“There is really something for everyone. If you have an
interest and want to get out and have fun, we’ve got something for you,” Parrish said.
For students interested in the outdoors, there is the
Outdoor Recreation Center, or ORC. Through the ORC,
students can rent outdoor equipment, including items
used for hiking and water- and winter sports. Students can
access equipment at the ORC building, located west of Aggie
Village.
Also, the ORC has teamed with Power Ridge Ski Touring
to give students the opportunity to participate in weekend
trips up Logan Canyon to yurt lodges during the winter
months. Through these tours, students can hike up to the
small, outfitted lodges for camping, skiing and snowshoeing.
Brian Shirley, ORC program coordinator, said the outdoor
program is an opportunity that students don’t want to miss.
“We provide lots of opportunities for students to get into
their own backyard and do so many things that are really
unique to our university. There is so much to do right out
our back door.”
The ORC also organizes other trips to places such as Snake
River, set up for student groups and organizations.
“This is a great way to gain some leadership and have a
great time,” Shirley said.
Along with organized programs and outdoor activities, students can also enjoy the campus recreation facilities in their free time. The Health, Physical Education and
Recreation center (HPER), located across the street to the
north of the Taggart Student Center, provides classes for
credit as well as facilities including basketball and volleyball
courts, a gymnastics room, dance studios and an aquatic
center. Students studying in the physical education department share the facility with students looking to improve
their fitness.
The Nelson Fieldhouse, located on the corner of 800 East
and 700 North, includes a gym with exercise equipment, an
indoor track, basketball courts, as well as an area for billiards and ping pong and a rock-climbing room. The HPER
and Fieldhouse are open to students, who must bring their
USU ID card to access the facilities.
Parrish said all these facilities give USU students a chance
to stay in shape amid a busy college schedule.
“When we were in high school and junior high we were
always involved in activities that kept us in shape, that’s just
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how things were,” Parrish said. “Once you get into college
and into the adult world, those opportunities aren’t quite
as available. Through the recreation programs at the HPER,
Fieldhouse, or even at the Quad or the ORC, students can
take time to stay fit and do things they enjoy even with a
busy schedule.”
Parrish described his work with campus recreation as eyeopening.
“There are so many types of people who want to do different
things, and we want to provide those for all people,” he said.
Parrish said the purpose of the campus recreation program is to allow students to participate in life-long fitness,
and he and his staff are always open to new programs and
activities to keep students more involved. The program is
currently in the planning stages of a new recreation center
on campus to provide more space and opportunity for more
students to get involved. Details for those plans will be
announced at a later date.
“We are having to turn away students because of the interest in recreation and our amount of facilities,” Parrish said.
“A new recreation center will give us more room to allow as
many students as possible to enjoy themselves.”
The campus recreation page on USU’s website has more
information these programs and facilities.
–steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Preview: Aggies seek first win
-continued from page 10
“When you haven’t won a
lot of football games and
your team hasn’t won a lot
of football games, it’s hard
for the kids to truly wrap
their arms around it, and
sit down and identify the
crucial moments and the
crucial plays that could have
truly swung it the other
way,” Andersen said.
“That is where we have to
be able to learn from it.”
Despite being unable
to finish off the comeback against Oklahoma,
Andersen was optimistic in
assessing the ability of his
team to “turn the corner”
when it comes to winning
games. Down 21-0 against
the Sooners, Utah State
fought back in a hostile
environment against one
of the nation’s best teams,

a distinction Andersen
believes will help his team
both this week and later on
in the season.
“The other thing that
we can learn from (the
Oklahoma game) is the
sheer adversity that we
were faced with against a
quality opponent and we
were able to fight back and
not just bow our heads and
say, ‘here we go again,’”
Andersen said. “We got put
in some really tough spots
early in that football game
and we were able to rise to
the occasion.”
Saturday’s game will
kick off at 6 p.m. on Merlin
Olsen Field at Romney
Stadium. Admission is free
to students with a valid USU
ID.
– adamnettina@gmail.com
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Wideouts: Junior duo steps up
-continued from page 10
“They did a tremendous job
and to see those two JUCO (junior
college) kids come in and catch
a football and make plays was
great,” said USU head coach Gary
Andersen after the game. “It was
great to see them do that today
and put themselves in position to
become a better football players.
“They are going to be a big
part of this football team as we
move forward,” he said.
Not that the USU coaches
weren’t expecting Martin and
Watkins to play significant roles
in the Aggie offense coming into
the year. Ever since spring ball,
when both receivers ran sub-4.5
second 40-yard dashes, the buzz
around both Watkins and Martin
has been high. Yet their role was
supposed to be supplementary
in 2010, and neither could have
guessed that they would be thrust
into the spotlight against the
nation’s seventh-ranked team in
the opener.
They responded just the same.
Down 21-3 late in the second
quarter, Watkins snagged a
34-yard pass to set up a fouryard Michael Smith touchdown
plunge. The 6’2’’ sophomore
receiver later caught a 42-yard
pass from USU quarterback
Diondre Borel for a touchdown.
Watkins made a great spin-move
in the open field after the catch,
then outraced the defense for the
score.
With OU responding on
their next two series’ to extend
the lead to 31-17, it was Martin’s
turn to step up. The quick-footed
Maryland native lived up to his
offseason hype by getting behind
the OU defense for a 31-yard
touchdown catch, proving that
talented athletes don’t just play
for the big-name schools.
According to Borel, it was the
speed of the two receivers which
allowed them to help spark USU’s
near upset.
“Those guys have a lot of
speed. They’re both downfield
threats and they made big plays,”
he said.
In addition to Martin and

Watkins, USU received a boost
from Sophomore Mikhail
Morgan, who had four catches
for 44 yards against OU. The play
of Watkins and Martin will be
particularly important for USU
moving forward, although the
Aggies don’t plan on becoming
just a two-man show at receiver
for the rest of the season.
“Other young men need
to step up and make plays,”
Andersen said. He went on to
say that he won’t consider any
position changes or pulling
current redshirts to bolster the
wide receiver corps, but he will
be looking for several other
untested backups to make an
immediate impact. Among the
players Andersen will look to
are redshirt-freshman Travis
Van Leeuwen, junior Austin
Alder, and freshmen Emmanual
Ojeriakhi and Rashard Stewart.
“There are still enough young
men out (at receiver) that can play
and do something for us,” said
Andersen. “Travis Van Leeuwen
will have an opportunity to step
up and play more and we’ll see
how he fits. Austin Alder – this
is an opportunity for him to get
himself back in the mix and do
some things. And OJ (Ojeriakhi)
is another one with an opportunity but they have to show it in
practice to get on the field.”
Andersen and his staff
aren’t asking players to replace
Morrison and Austin, but rather
to be the best players they can be
with their limited experience.
“All we can do is continue
to work with the young men in
the program and let them know
that it is their time to do their
best and that is all we ask for,”
Andersen said. “They don’t have
to replace a great player, just be as
a good a player as we can be.”
And if the best player they
can be is anything close to what
they showed against Oklahoma,
Martin, Watkins, and the other
USU receivers have a bright
future ahead of them.
–adamnettina@gmail.com

McArthur a slamming success
By KAYLA CLARK
sports senior writer

With a killer outside hit, a positive disposition, and three
academic all-WAC honors under her belt, Liz McArthur is six
feet of on-court perfection.
She’s also the main reason the women’s volleyball team
has started so strong this season, jumping out to a 6-0
record. With that start, USU volleyball’s best since 1979, the
Aggies – and McArthur in particular – are knocking on the
door of national prominence.
“It’s a really good confidence booster,” McArthur said of
the team’s start, earning them a national ranking of 32nd.
“Half of the game is mental, and knowing you can beat
the other team. Confidence is a huge part of volleyball,” she
said.
“When you go into your game having won the six previous
(matches), you really feel good, like, ‘I can do this.’”
Starting out strong, she noted, has the ability to be detrimental, but McArthur isn’t worried the fast start will go to
her teammates’ heads.
“The girls all have their heads on straight,” said
McArthur. “It will only be positive. The more you win, the
more you want to win.”
McArthur also mentioned team unity games that the
team plays together to keep them all connected. These
things, along with their close friendship as a team, keep their
moral high.
“Being nationally ranked is really a chance to prove ourselves. We haven’t done as well as we wished we would have
in the past, and this is really motivating. We need to keep it
up.”
The biggest mental part of the game, according to
McArthur, is staying calm. “As a freshman, I would get so
nervous before games,” she said.
“Now, I just physically calm myself down by not thinking
about the game, and thinking about other things. I picture
myself passing well, winning the game, things like that. I go
in to the game more prepared that way.”
Her confidence has been several years in the making.
“My freshman year was pretty rough,” she said.
“I was so intimidated by the other players, to come in and
start playing with them. I didn’t socialize at all, and was not
good at managing my time. But over the years, I have really
become more confident with myself and my playing.”
McArthur said now, she tries to help new freshman ease
into that hard transition by being sympathetic, patient and
understanding. She also said she loves the coaching staff,
and that they have made her experience here at USU one to
remember.
“I always feel comfortable talking to the coaches if there is
any problem or issue. They are really open to our ideas; they
are great.”
Of course, being a Division I student-athlete is no easy
task. The team travels, and misses class, quite often. This is
the most challenging part of managing school and volleyball
for McArthur.
“When I have free time, I waste a lot of it, and it’s hard to
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Over 100
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Tonic Fitness
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AGGIE OUTSIDE HITTER LIZ MCARTHUR has been
named WAC Player of the Week in volleyball for two consecutive
weeks. The Aggies are off to a 6-0 start this season. Statesman photo

get back on track. Volleyball helps me manage my time. You
have to be disciplined,” she said.
Liz’s volleyball career began in seventh grade, when she
tried out for her first team after her sister encouraged her to
do so. She played basketball and volleyball in high school,
but was always “much more passionate” about volleyball.
Constant improvement is high on the list for McArthur.
She said she is always trying to get her passing, hitting,
and serving percentage higher, and striving to be a “better
player, and better teammate.” She plans on being academic
all-conference again as well.
“We are here to go to school, ultimately, and that’s really
important to me,” she said.
The junior from St. George, Utah is majoring in family,
consumer and human development, though she said her
plans for after college “change every day.” However, she is
sure she wants to work with people.
“I want to go get my master’s and get into counseling,” she
said. “Anything working with kids or human services. I love
learning about human development and relationships. ”
A self proclaimed “goof-ball”, Liz said she is pretty
reserved around those she doesn’t know. Once you get to
know her, though, she loves to joke around and laugh. She
said her older sister is her best friend, which is the hardest
part of living away from home.
“The second hardest part about living up here is the winter! I
am a warm weather girl,” she said.
Her closeness to her family translates to them rarely missing a match.
“My family is so great about coming to all of the games. They
drive those six hours from St. George consistently,” she said.
McArthur said she loves to dirt bike with her family and
read. She said she loves all music, and her favorite movies are
“Tommy Boy” and “Dumb and Dumber”. She also said she
loves to travel. The question isn’t so much, “where has she
been?” as it is “where hasn’t she been?” The litany of destinations reads like a modern day explorer’s log, and includes
several European countries, New Zealand, Costa Rica,
Mexico, and Australia.
“I hope I have the opportunity to travel for the rest of my
life. I can’t get enough of it, and I fall in love with wherever I
go,” she said.
McArthur is determined to continue to play volleyball
after she is finished with school, although she said she won’t
miss conditioning. Still, McArthur said she has learned a lot
about life through the tasks associated with getting ready for
a match, and has become a better, more well-rounded person
because of it.
“Sometimes you just don’t want to go lift, but you do it
anyway,” she said.
“It makes you a better person. You learn to be mentally
tough, to do things that you don’t want to do. You learn
about relationships, and you learn self-discipline. You learn
how to take criticism. And you learn how to work hard,” she
said.
–kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

A collection of
student-produced
& syndicated comics.
Flighty/Kurtis
Hammond
khammond@cc.usu.edu
June to August. Residential.
Summer in
Enjoy our website.
Maine
Dilbert
• S. Adams Apply Online.
Males and Females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.

LAKE
*Tennis
*Basketball
Breaking
the
Mold •TRIPP
Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu
*Canoe
*Field
CAMP for GIRLS
*Water Ski
*Gymnastics
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*Jewelry
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*Riding
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*Enameling
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Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Flight Deck • Waldower

Bizarro • Piraro

Dilbert • Scott Adams

1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

Chuckles Bros. • Boychuk & Boychuck

THE CACHE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
is a value-based office that believes in respect, fairness,
empathy, responsibility, trustworthiness, and professionalism.

Answers? Check at www.ustahstatesman.com

Are you a
Decision Maker?

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Are you a self-motivated decision-maker? Are you community-oriented and want a highly satisfying career?

F-Minus • T. Carillo

If interested, check us out at the USU Career Fair on
March 3, 2010, or visit our website @ www.cachesheriff.
com.

Scootah
Steve • Steve
Weller srweller@cc.usu.edu
Are you a self-motivated
decision-maker?
Are you community-oriented and want a
highly satisfying career?

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

THE CACHE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
is a value-based office that believes in
respect, fairness, empathy, responsibility,
trustworthiness, and professionalism.
If interested, check us out at the USU
Career Fair on March 3, 2010, or visit our
website @ www.cachesheriff.com.

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!

Winner this week was an
ANONYMOUS entry:
“Well, we like your tumbling and your
enthusiasm, but yelling ‘We’re a bunch
of chickens’ is frowned upon.”
PRYHLQULJKWQRZ We need more entries. You thought of

ORVWDQGIRXQG
Lost
and
Found
something funny.
Admit
it! Now
next
Announcements
time send it in. )281':RPDQVPDJQHWLFWHQQLVEUDFH
Winner gets a free meal
at Pupuseria! Watch
Monday for anoth1HZ/RFDWLRQ
OHWQH[WWRWKH76&&DQEHFODLPHGDW
9LVLW2DVLV%RRNV:HVW&HQWHU/RJDQ
WKH868&DUG2IILFH76&QG)ORRU
er
chance
to
win!
KWWSZZZRDVLVERRNVRXWUHDFKFRP

Last Ditch Effort • Kroes
www.a-bay-usu.com

ClassifiedAds

Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.utahstatesman.com

Statewide Ads
%XLOGLQJ0DWHULDO
0(7$/ 522):$// SDQHOV 3UHHQJL
QHHUHG 0HWDO %XLOGLQJV 0LOO SULFHV IRU
VKHHWLQJFRLODUHDWD\HDUORZ<RXJHW
WKH VDYLQJV  &RORUV SULPH PDWHULDO
FXW WR \RXU H[DFW OHQJWK &2 %XLOGLQJ
6\VWHPV&2%/'*6 XFDQ RI
doubles! $1,000 Sign On bonus! Regional runs, home weekly. LCV Certification or 6 months prior doubles
experience required. Call today
(866)207-0206 www.SwiftTruckingJobs.com (ucan)1of1

AlkfgHMRRD=o`]j]l`]f]o
HD9;=LG:=ak^gj=p[alaf_
Help
Wanted
<]kk]jlk 5L_[[V*HML9PV
5V4HPU
A CASH COW!
Soda/Snack All cash vending business $17,440 801.593.0084 (ucan) 1of1

%XVLQHVV2SSRUWXQLWLHV
$&$6+&2:6RGD6QDFN$OOFDVKYHQG
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. CDL
EXVLQHVV
 
ALQJ
team
& solo 
owner operators.
$1.00
XFDQ
RI
empty.
Up to $2.45 loaded. OTR & regional positions. Ammo experience a
+HOS:DQWHG
plus, Sign-on bonus negotiable. 1-8006/7835-9471
  (ucan)1of2
%2186 )ODWEHG DQG KHDY\
KDXO2ZQHU2SVQHHGHG8SWRRI
0,6&)256$/(
ORDGSD\2ZQHUVZLWKWUDLOHUVDWSOXV
Real
Estate
 XFDQ RI
%DJRI%RRNVIRU
BUY BULK 40
,QFUHGLEOH GHDOV LQ VWRUH ZZZMHQVRQ
AC just $29,900. Your own gorgeous
ERRNVRQOLQHFRP
7($0
'5,9(56
62/2inspiring
'ULYHUVviews,
275
ranch.
Stunning  land,

:HVWHUQ6WDWHVH[SKD]PDWHQGJUHDW
great locations, 2 hours east of Salt
PLOHV
$QGUXV
7UDQVSRUWD
Lake in KRPHWLPH
ideal outdoor
recreational
area.
WLRQ

RU 
[
County
maintained roads,
ready to build
+286(6)255(17

XFDQ
or just
holdRI
and enjoy. Priced at bulk
acreage prices for quick sale. Must sell.
%HWZHHQ868DQG/RJDQ&DQ\RQQH[WWR
'5,9(56&'/
75$,1,1*
&DUHHU FHQWUDO
EZ Terms. call
UTLR 1-888-622-5263.
+LOOFUHVW(OHPHQWDU\
ZH
WUDLQ DQG HPSOR\ \RX &RPSDQ\
(ucan)4of4
%HGURRPV%DWKURRPV
GULYHUV XS WR . ILUVW \HDU 1HZ WHDP
1HZ&DUSHW
20SD\8SWRFPLOH&ODVV$&'/WUDLQLQJ
ACRE RANCHES,
)HQFHGLQEDFN\DUG
UHJLRQDOORFDWLRQVZZZ
near
booming El Paso, Texas. Road Sur1HZO\VWDLQHGGHFN
FHQWUDOGULYLQJMREVQHW
XFDQ RI
veyed. $15,900 $200/down
$159/mth.
Money back guarantee. Free maps &
3HUIHFWIRUURRPPDWHV25DVPDOOIDPLO\
'5,9(567($06
'HGLFDWHGNo 5RXWH
Pictures 1-800-343-9444.
credit
5HQWPD\EHQHJRWLDEOHVRFDOOPHDQG
+RPH
ZHHNHQGV
$YHUDJH  PLOHV
checks!!
(ucan) 3of3
OHWPHNQRZ
ZHHN  WUDFWRUV QR WRXFK IUHLJKW
, ZDQW WR JHW WKLV UHQWHG $6$3 <RX FDQ
&ODVV$&'/UHTG'HGLFDWHGVHUYLFHV

ZZZ'ULYH&567FRP
For
Sale
2297 North Main, Logan
XFDQ RII like the $1 off ad. Let’s say: Sub Zero
Ice753-6444
Cream (logo)
HOT-TUB...DELUXE
2008
Where Science
3XEOLF
1RWLFH $77(17,21
$1,0$/
Neckjets,Therapy
Seat,FullMix!
Warranty,Many
and Cream
Come in and the “coolest” place in
Jets. Never
Used!Get
Can$1
Deliver,
WORTH
town.
off any
$5950, SELL $1950. 801-288-4123
order
over
$3
with
this coupon!
www.lifespasofutah.com (ucan)4of4

Misc. 4 Sale

NAT’L ORGANIZATION NOW
Hiring Avg. Pay $20/hour or $57K/yr.
including Federal Benefits and OT.
Placed by adSource 1-866-498-4946.
(ucan) 2of4
DRIVER-$5K SIGN-ON
bonus for experienced teams: dry van &
temp control available. O/Os & CDLA grads welcome. Call Covenant
(866)684-2519. E.O.E. (ucan) 1of1

For Rent

DRIVERS - REEFER, FLATBED
tanker average $1.55-$1.90/mile paid to
truck all miles. Salt Lake City Orientation and Dispatch 800-248-7725 www.
primeinc.com (ucan)1of1
DRIVER-CDL TRAINING:
$0 down, financing by Central Refrigerated. Company Drivers earn average
of $40k/year. Owner operators average
$60k/year. 800-637-9277 x 447 www.
centraldrivingjobs.net (ucan) 1of1

@Yn]qgmlja]\
L@=:=KLQ]l7
5V4HPU

DRIVERS - ROCKY MOUNTAIN
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A Great Meal is NO PUZZLE at

With completed puzzle,
Get
1 FREE
receive One Free Entree
inDRINK!
a combination dinner.
ZLWKDQ\PHDO:LWKFRXSRQ2QHSHU
(With
this coupon. Exp. 12-14-08)
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890 No. Main • 753-7889
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Friday

Sept. 10
Today is Friday, Sept. 10,
2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Austin Bowles, a graduate student studying
statistics from Dayton,
Idaho.

- Tuition and Fee Payment Deadline
- Ballroom Team Try-outs, 3 p.m.
- Women’s Soccer vs. Colorado, 4 p.m.
- GPS unit/ camera scavenger hunt, 5 p.m.
- NASC Opening Social, Adams Park, 5:30
p.m.
- Men’s Soccer at Weber State, 6 p.m.
- Women’s Volleyball at Montana, 7 p.m.
- Celebrate America Show, TSC Ballroom,
7:30 p.m.
- Western Underground, Logan High
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
- Antics Comedy Improv, Logan Arthouse,
10:30 p.m.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1897, a 25-year-old
London taxi driver
named George Smith
becomes the first
person ever arrested
for drunk driving after
slamming his cab into
a building. Smith later
pled guilty and was
fined 25 shillings.

Friday, Sept. 10, 2010

Saturday

Sept. 11
- Patriot Day
- Gardner’s Market, Merlin Olsen Park,
9 a.m.
-Biology undergraduate research symposium, 4:30 p.m., Skyroom.
-Volleyball at Montana, 10 a.m.
- Football vs. Idaho State, 6 p.m.
- Celebrate America Show, TSC
Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.

Weather
High: 66° Low: 38°
Skies: Sunny

Monday

Sept. 13
- Last day to Receive 100% Tuition
Refund

SI courses

You need to know....

SI begins for selected General
iLive College of Ag Health Fair
Ed classes. Students attending 6
will be Sept. 10. Everyone is welor more times earn 1/2 grade or
come. TSC Lounges from 9 a.m. to 2
better for their final course grade.
p.m. Food on the TSC Patio from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Financial Aid Night will be
The Native American Student
held at Mountain Crest Auditorium
Council opening social will be
on Sept. 15 from 6 to 8 p.m. This
held on Sept. 10 at 5:30 p.m. at
is for all Cache Valley students in
Adam’s Park.
9th-12th grades and their parents.
Representative from all colleges and
universities in Utah will be there to
Visit the TSC International and
answer any questions.
Sunburst Lounges from 9 a.m. to
LSAT and GRE Prep Courses
2 p.m. on Sept. 10 for free food,
are available! Tuesday’s and
wellness screenings, health and
Thursdays from Sept. 14 to Oct. 21.
exercise information, a movie
LSAT is 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. and GRE is
and coupons. Jamba Juice and
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. For more info visit
other valley favorites will be
conference.usu.edu/lsat or call 797selling treats to raise money for
0423.
Campus Rec.
HUGE Big Band Show &
Dance! The popular Celebrate
America Show takes you backEcology Center 2010-11
in-time to 1942, to Hollywood’s
Seminar Series presents Dr.
famous Coconut Grove, where celebCarlos Martinez del Rio from
rities in the audience take the stage
the Department of Zoology &
to entertain and support the USA
Physiology at the University of
through promoting War Bonds.
Wyoming on Sept. 15 at 6 p.m.
USU Ballroom. Must have current
in NR 105. Admission is free and
Student ID for Student Price. Public
open to the public.
welcome!! Tickets sold at the door,
TSC ticket office, or online www.
celebrateamericashow.com.
GPS Date Nights: Why watch
Announcing a Specialty Clinic
an adventure when you can
for the Treatment of Anxiety and
have your own! The Confernece
Anxiety related Disorders from the
Centers Ropes Course GPS Date
department of Psychology. Call 797Night is a 2 hour, on campus
3401 for more information.
event that couples the use of a
On Sept. 13 from 8:30 p.m. to
gps, camara and you and your
midnight, Delta Sigma Phi is hostdate on an adventure that you
ing a Halo Tournament at the
document with photos. Cost is
GameStop located in the Cache
$30 per couple and is limited to
Valley Mall. Sign up by Sept. 11 in a
5 couples per session. Sessions
team of four in order to participate.
include: Sept. 8, 10, 15 and 17 at
It is free to sign up and prizes will be
5 p.m. and Sept. 11 at 3 p.m. Visit
given out. All skill levels welcome!
www.ropesusu.edu to sign up!
Remember Reach!

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Opening social

Health fair

Ecology Seminar

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

Date night

CARE celebration
Aggie CARE’s 3rd Annual
Celebration of Children and
Families is Sept. 10 from 4 to 7
p.m. on the QUAD. This event is
free. For more information visit
www.usu.edu/aggiecare.

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at
www.utahstatesman.com

